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ABSTRACT

A science of strategy-making will evolve from greater understanding of

the methods used by managers to make strategy, and from the development

of more powerful planning programs. We review, in this paper, two views

of managerial strategy-making — "Muddling Through" and Entrepreneurship —

and six existing planning programs — Forecasting, Market Research,

Systems Analysis, Mathematical Modeling, Capital Budgeting, and Integrated

Strategic Planning. It is necessary to conclude (1) that planners,

lacking powerful programs and the proper information, have played a

minor role in strategy-making; (2) that planners must concentrate, in the

short-run, on ad hoc analyses rather than the development of plans; and

(3) that the development of useful planning programs in the long-run will

be preceeded by more research on how the manager makes strategy.
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I. INTRODUCTION TO STRATEGY-MAKING

Man's beginnings were described in the Bible in terms of conscious

planning and grand strategy. The opposing theory » developed by Darwin

i

suggested that no such ^rand design existed but that environmental forces

gradually shaped man's evolution.

The disagreement between the Biblical and Darwinian theorists is

paralleled, on a more mundane level, in the study of strategy-making.*

There are those who envision grand calculated designs for the corporate

entity, and there are those who cite current practice to argue that

organizational strategy evolves, shaped less by man than by his

environment

.

This paper is written in an attempt to review and draw together the

various views of strategy-making in organizations. We shall begin by

describing the manager as strategy-maker, from both entrepreneurial and

"fire-fighting" points of view. We shall then focus on the planner, to

investigate the role of formal analysis in the strategy-making process.

*Strategy-making is defined simply as the process of making important

organizational decisions (e.g., to reorganize, develop a new product line,

embark on an expansion program).
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Specifically, we shall discuss planner "programs" — systematic sets of

procedures to produce answers to specific questions. These programs

will be classified as "adaptive" or "integrative", depending on whether

they are designed to feed management with answers in "real time", or to

produce comprehensive plans annually*

This paper is written for two groups: (1) the manager who would

like to develop a better appreciation of the programs and problems of

the planner, and (2) the planner who would like to investigate the

relationship between planning and managing.





II. A FRAMEWORK FOR STRATEGY-MAKING

Intelligence-Design-Choice Activity

A proper understanding of the strategy-making process will require

a decision framework. Consider the intelligence-design-choice

framework

:

Intelligence activity sets the stage for a strategic

decision by discovering a problem in need of solution

or an opportunity available for development. In

general, intelligence activity involves scanning the

environment and collecting information on various

trends

.

Design activity begins once the area of action
has been determined by intelligence activity. At

this stage, alternative means of solving the problem

or of exploiting the opportunity are developed, and

these alternatives are evaluated.

Choice activity is concerned with choosing one

from the alternatives that have been developed and

evaluated. The "integration" of the various
strategic decisions into a unified strategy is

included in this category.

Although the intelligence, design, and choice activity are clearly

delineated above, such is not always the case in practice, A manager

may first decide what he wishes to do and then develop alternatives and

analyses to rationalize his choice. Nevertheless, the framework is a

basically useful one for classifying strategy-making activity, and it will

be used in this paper.
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A working framework further requires two careful distinctions:

Manager vs. Planner : For purposes of illustration, an overly sharp

distinction is made in this paper between managers and planners.

Managers will be viewed as those who must maintain control of the

organizations that they head. They must react quickly to the variety

of pressures, information, problems, and opportunities that continually

bombard them, and they must, therefore, work informally. Planners are

assumed to be autonomous and analytical, prepared to invoke a formal

program when the need arises. Thus, we shall assume in this paper that

managers do not plan, and that planners do not manage.

One may compare the informal approach of the manager with the

formal approach of the planner using the intelligence-design-choice

framework. Managers are continually performing intelligence activity as

they interpret the natural flow of information (magazines, opinions of

subordinates, newspaper reports, etcs), while planners use mathematical

and behavioral theories to study environmental changes (e.g., forecasting,

market research). Design activity takes place as managers debate new

alternatives in the board room, or as an Operations Research team delves

into a problem. Choices may be made informally in the mind of one man,

or formally, by a Capital Budgeting program which chooses the highest

return-on-investment alternatives

.
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Adaptive vs. Integrative Programs

Each formal planner program will be categorized as either "adaptive"

or "integrative". Using an adaptive program, the planner responds to

one specific stimulus, and works in "real-time" with the manager. For

example, a Market Research program may be invoked to study a new product

opportunity currently facing a company, or a planner model may be used

during labor negotiations to determine the cost of various strategies.

Integrative programs are not related to specific stimuli. They

are invoked by the clock (usually annually), and they draw together a

large number of problems and opportunities to work out into one integrated

plan. The Capital Budgeting procedure is an integrative program, since

all proposed projects are approved, not when they are first conceived,

but during the annual budget review.

Before discussing the various planner programs, we shall investigate

the methods that managers use in developing strategy.
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III. THE MANAGER AS STRATEGY-MAKER

"Intuition" and "judgement", terms we use to suggest that the mind

houses some processes that are still mysterious to us, are probably the

most valid words for describing the contemporary strategy-making process.

In other words, the strategy evolves in the mind of the chief executive

without ever being explicitely stated, and without the aid of formalized

procedures. Anthony discusses possible reasons:

Strategic planning is essentially irregular . Problems,

opportunities, and "bright ideas" do not arise accord-

ing to some set timetable; they have to be dealt with

whenever they happen to be perceived. The appropriate

analytical techniques depend on the nature of the

problem being analyzed, and currently there is no

general approach (such as a mathematical model) that

is of much help in the analysis of all types of

strategic problems. Indeed, any attempt to introduce

a systematic approach is quite likely to dampen the

essential element of creativity.

Few companies have a systematic approach to strategic

planning. Most companies react to changes in their

environment after they experience the changes; they

do not have an organized means of attempting to foresee

changes and to take action in anticipation of them.

This describes the context in which the manager operates, but it tells

us little about his methods. Two pictures, one painted by Charles E.

Lindblom and the other by Peter F. Drucker, provide some insight into

managerial methods.
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Lindblom's "Muddling Through" Manager'^

Lindblom describes the "muddling through" manager, a passive

individual with no clear goals. He acts only when forced to, and, then,

he can only consider a few convenient alternatives, each of which will

cause only small, non-disruptive changes in his organization, He is

careless in evaluating the consequences of each alternative, considering

only those which are important, interesting, and easily understandable.

Furthermore, he examines only the marginal consequences, making no

attempt to "comprehend strictly and literally present states of affairs

or the consequences of present policies.,. He attempts no more than to

understand the respects in which various possible states differ from

each other and from the status quo,""^ In Lindblom's opinion, the

analytical approach to strategy-making — careful analysis of many

alternatives in terms of explicit goals — fails because it does not

recognize man's inability to cope with complex problems, the lack of

information, the cost of analysis, the problems of timing, and the

difficulties of stating realistic goals,

Drucker's Entrepreneurial Manager

At the other extreme, the manager is depicted as an entrepreneur,

controlling his environment, actively searching for significant

opportunities, and relating them to his grand plan. Perhaps more than

any other management writer, Drucker speaks for the entrepreneurial

manager

:
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Entrepreneurship is essentially the acceptance of

change as an opportunity and the acceptance of

"the leadership in change" as the unique task of

the entrepreneur. Entrepreneurship in effect

means finding and utilizing opportunity. It is

opportunity-focused and not problem-focused.

Management deals with problems, Entrepreneurship

deals with opportunity.

The entrepreneur is the systematic risk-maker and

risk-taker. And he discharges this function by

looking for and finding opportunity.

However vague, Drucker and those who concur with him are convinced that

the manager is in control of his own destiny.

The Composite Manager

The above two views leave much to the imagination. In one case,

we see the manager sitting at his desk, somewhat harassed, hoping for a

moment of relief. In the other case, the manager, unbeset by problems,

roams the world searching for grand opportunities, returning occasionally

to implement painlessly the best of his discoveries.

However overemphasized, these views do help us to piece together a

theory of managerial strategy-making;

1. Strategy evolves. An organization's strategy changes

over time as managers make new significant decisions,

2, Strategy results from two kinds of intelligence

activity. Certain strategic decisions are motivated

by problems forced on the manager; others result from

entrepreneurship — management's active searching for

new opportunities





3. Strategy decisions are not scheduled; they are made

when problems and opportunities happen to occur,

4. Because it is not possible to predict with accuracy

what problems and opportunities will arise » it is

extremely difficult to integrate different decisions

into an explicit, comprehensive strategy.

5. Managers are busy people with many demands on their

time. In effect, they are continually bombarded with
information, ideas, and problems. Furthermore, the

strategy-making environment is very complex. There-

fore, managers are unable to delve deeply into analysis

of strategy questions. It may be concluded that

design activity — development of alternatives to

solve problems and the evaluation of the consequences

of these alternatives — is generally conducted

without precision.

6. Managers have no specific programs for handling given

issues. Each strategic choice is made in a different

context, with new and uncertain information. The

manager may have a loose vision of the direction in

which he would like to take his organization, and, in

an imprecise way, opportunities are evaluated against

this vision. But problems are not handled in terms

of the vision. When a problem arises, the manager is

primarily concerned with reducing the pressures that

are acting. Any convenient means of solving the

problems will satisfy him,

7. The manager alternates between opportunity-finding

and problem-solving. To the extent that problems

occur infrequently, and to the extent that the

manager is effective in finding relevant opportunities,

his vision of organizational strategy is turned into

reality.

Once stated, these are simple, almost platitudinous notions of

strategy-making. Nevertheless, we shall make practical use of them in

the concluding section.
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IV. ADAPTIVE PROGRAMS

Recognizing the manager's time constraints and the complexity of

strategic decisions, planners have developed a number of programs to aid

the manager in his quest for opportunities and his efforts to solve

problems. In this section, we discuss the adaptive programs; Forecasting,

Market Research, Systems Analysis, and Mathematical Models,

Forecasting

Due to the difficulties of predicting environmental changes, many

large corporations have turned to Forecasting as an analytical method.

Using various mathematical techniques, ranging from arithmetic to Markov

process models, the forecaster attempts to predict economic growth,

market growth, product demand, resource availability, and so on. This

data is fed to the manager who uses it to determine the problems that will

face the organization, and the opportunities that are available. As

such, Forecasting is straightforward Intelligence activity. The first

phase of Forecasting, trend determination, is a well-developed science.

The second phase, analyzing the trends to determine problems and

opportunities, does not appear to be highly formalized, and is, therefore,

often left to the manager.
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Market Research

The market researcher is charged with studying various aspects of a

company's marketing functions. This involves intelligence activity —

studying the product line and the company's markets to determine specific

marketing problems and opportunities; and design activity — searching

for and evaluating product, promotion, and price alternatives.

For example, a Market Research group in an airline company may

conduct a study of the travel market, and discover the customers are

discouraged by city to airport transportation. This defines a problem

area for the management, A series of interviews may establish that

passengers believe that helicopters and subways are desirable alternative

means of transportation. Finally, the market researcher may partially

evaluate the alternatives by determining the demand curves as a function

of city-to-airport travel time.

Market Research is a useful and well-developed set of programs.

However, from a management point-of-view. Market Research information

must first be related to a wealth of other information (e.g., finance

and manufacturing information) before decisions can be made. In general,

Market Research studies tend to be ad hoc , and management is left to

relate them to each other and to the overall strategy picture.
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Systems Analysis

A number of organizations have developed special groups, under the

title "Systems Analysis" or "Operations Research" to study specific

strategy problems. These groups tend to conduct relatively intricate

analyses and, thereby draw fairly tight bounds around their studies.

In the early 1950 's, the Rand Corporation developed the idea of

applying the Operations Research approach of problem-solving to

strategic problems. Their emphasis was on military problems, and the

approach came to be called "Systems Analysis", Hitch and McKean outlined

the role and methods of Systems Analysis in their book, The Economics

of Defense in the Nuclear Age .*^ When Robert McNamara became U.S.

Secretary of Defense, he hired Hitch to implement the book's recommendations.

Briefly, Systems Analysis operates as follows: Given a problem, the

analyst determines the objectives of the organization in relation to the

particular area of strategy he is studying. He then develops criteria

to measure the effectiveness of alternatives against objectives, generates

alternative means of reaching the objectives, and evaluates the alternatives

against the criteria. For example, the problem may be defined as,

"developing a defensive strategy against nuclear attack". The government

objectives may be defined as, "minimizing death and property losses in the

event of massive nuclear attack". The analyst may choose as criteria,

"number of lives lost, and dollar value of property destroyed". The

analyst would then develop a number of alternative defenses, such as (1)
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an anti-missle system, and (2) a series of fallout shelters » Within a

limited budget, the analyst would proceed to determine the design of the

two systems ; he would devise various nuclear scenarios ; and he would

assess the human and property losses in each under the alternative

defenses. Management would then be presented with information on the

probable extent of the losses under each defense.

Systems Analysis is most well-developed in the area of evaluation,

where extensive use is made of statistical and economic concepts. The

key concept employed is "cost-benefit", which assesses the greatest

benefit for a given cost (e.g., number of lives saved for a ten billion

dollar expenditure), or the minimum cost for a given benefit (e.g., cost

of keeping property losses to 100 billion dollars).

Secretary McNamara has received much publicity for allowing "whiz

kids" to become involved in high-level defense strategy-making, and,

no doubt, this publicity will eventually influence many business

organizations. However, the number of firms using Systems Analysis to

study strategy problems is likely quite small at the present time. One

such firm is General Electric, which has set up a group numbering 300,

called "Tempo", to conduct analyses on a consulting basis for various

parts of the organization.

With respect to the role that systems analysts actually play in

strategy-making, four criticisms may be put forth: (1) The problems to be

studied are initially defined by management. No formal procedure for

problem-finding (i.e., intelligence activity) exists, (2) The studies
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are actually formal means of suboptimizing. Generally each study is

independent, with no means being used to interrelate various studies.

(3) While it is well-known that systems analysts generate alternatives,

nowhere in the literature is there any mention of how search is conducted.

It must be concluded, therefore, that the analyst's search procedures

are no more formal than the manager's search procedures. (4) Systems

analysts are quick to state that they do not make choices, rather that

they clarify the issues and analyze the alternatives such that management's

job of making choices is easier. Choice activity implicitely involves

trading off objectives in deciding between alternatives (e.g., if the

anti-missle system saves more property, but the shelter system saves more

lives, which is chosen?) and the analyst has no means of guiding the

manager in these decisions.

Given these four deficiencies, it must be concluded that Systems

Analysis is essentially design activity, and is concerned mainly with

evaluating alternatives in the context of a specific strategy problem.

Mathematical Modeling

Mathematics is a rigorous language and the ability to use it in

describing a situation indicates high-level understanding of the subject

concerned. It is, therefore, not surprising that little use is made of

mathematical models in the process of strategy-making.^ Nevertheless,

much research work is being done in this area, and there is little doubt

that the importance of modeling will increase.
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Mathematical modeling serves one basic purpose in the development

of strategy. It provides to the manager a simulated environment in which

he may determine the consequences of different strategies before actually

implementing them, or ascertain the consequences of various environmental

changes before they occur.

PERT and Industrial Dynamics represent two extremes in model

building, PERT is a simple system which represents the times taken to

complete various activities of a project and describes the interrelation-

ships among these activities. With a PERT model, NASA management is able

to determine, for example, the effect of a strike on a scheduled

satellite launching, or the effects of different testing procedures on

the completion of the Apollo Program. Industrial Dynamics employs

feedback theory in the building of detailed, dynamic models of a firm's

environment and operations. For example, if sales, inventory and

production parameters are built into the model, management can assess the

effects of a change in production scheduling rules on sales performance.

Basically, mathematical modeling is used in the design phase of

strategy-making, to evaluate alternatives. To be useful for management,

models must be accurate. Unfortunately, at present we have so little

understanding of the strategy environment that it is not possible to be

optimistic about the wide-spread development of accurate and useful models

in the near future.
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In this section, we have shown how certain programs are used to

increase the power of the manager while he makes strategy. Forecasting

collects data on environmental trends and presents it to the manager in

systematic form, leaving the manager to decide what the problems and

opportunities are. Market Research is used to define problems and

opportunities in the marketing area, and may be used, as well, to

generate marketing alternatives and to evaluate them. Systems Analysis

is formalized problem solving, with its real usefulness lying in its

evaluation procedures, The Mathematical Models that are available are

used to determine the consequences of particular strategies or the

impacts of possible environmental changes.

We now turn to programs designed to develop integrated strategic

"plans".
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V. INTEGRATIVE PROGRAMS

In addition to the adaptive programs described in the previous

section, programs have been designed to develop strategic plans, that is,

to make a number of different strategic decisions at one point in time.

In theory, these programs replace managerial intuition with fully-

formalized decision-making procedures. In this section, this premise is

investigated by analyzing two plan-producing programs. Capital Budgeting

and Integreated Strategic Planning,

Capital Budgeting

Capital Budgeting was probably the first formal procedure used in

the determination of strategy, and it probably is the most widely used

today. Ideally, the program works as follows: The various division

heads of an organization determine that certain projects, such as building

a new plant or marketing a new product, are worth considering. The added

operating costs and revenues (or savings) which would result from the

project are predicted. Net revenue for each year of the project life is

determined, and this flow of funds is discounted. By comparing the

resultant revenue with the investment necessary to start the project, a

return-on-investment (ROI) figure is calculated. The headquarter'

s

executives then review all the divisional proposals and accept, within

the total budgetary constraint, the most profitable ones.
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The critics of Capital Budgeting present two arguments:

(1) Choices are really made, not by headquarter 's executives using the

ROI figures, but by division executives. Knowing that the cost and

revenue data is very inaccurate, they can choose to propose any project

and still make it look profitable. As long as they do not make too great

a demand on the corporate pocketbook, all their projects are accepted,

(2) The one choice criterion, return-on-investment, is inadequate » It

presupposes that all information relevant to the choice can be reduced to

monetary terms. Social objectives, and risk and timing factors are,

therefore, usually ignored.

One recent improvement has been "planning by mission". In the

early 1960's, Theodore Leavitt argued that companies should think about

the service they perform, rather than the products they produce (e,g,,

transportation, not railroading), Robert McNamara made popular this

notion when he changed the Department of Defense budgeting system from

one based on a departmental allocation (Army, Navy, etc.) to one based

on a mission allocation (Strategic Retaliatory Forces, Civil Defense,

etc.). This allowed for a more objective analysis of projects, since

funds were no longer allocated along divisional lines.

Another variation in the McNamara system, called planning-programming-

budgeting, replaces the return-on-investment criterion with a cost-benefit

criterion. This aids governmental organizations, which are frequently

unable to state project benefits in dollar terms. Here, Systems Analysis

is used to compare similar projects in cost-benefit terms, and strategic
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choices are made on such a basis. The problem of multiple criteria is

still not solved, however, for no means are available to compare projects

across missions. For example, although President Johnson wishes to

extend planning-programming-budgeting to the entire government, he has

no analytical means by which to decide how much to allocate to a poverty

project as compared to a military project, A common benefit measure

(i.e,, some measure of the "social good") would first have to be

developed to afford a means of comparison.

Capital Budgeting is an integrative program since it is designed to

make a series of strategic decisions at one point in time. All major

projects for the year are accepted or rejected when the funds are

allocated. Unfortunately, the Capital Budgeting program is of little

use in making strategic decisions. The intelligence activity and the

search phase of design activity are not part of the program „ The program

only formalizes the evaluation phase by measuring the performance of a

proposed alternative on a cost-benefit or return-on-investment basis.

The program loosely integrates the alternatives by ensuring that, taken

all together, they do not violate a budgetary constraint. Other than

this, however, no attempt is made to relate one project to another.

Integrated Strategic Planning

The planning process reaches its highest degree of sophistication

when the planner has available a well-defined program for designing

corporate strategy. He would follow his formal procedure, much as an
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engineer does in designing a bridge. The result would be a unified set

of strategic plans. A number of theorists have been working on such

programs, and their work should, at the very least, provide more insight

into the strategy-making process.

12 • •

Gilmore and Brandenburg propose a four-part program comprising

(1) reappraisal, (2) economic mission, (3) competitive strategy, and

13 •

(4) program of action phases, H. Igor Ansoff, presents a highly

detailed procedure to make expansion-diversification plans.

Each of the integrated strategic planning programs in the literature

makes use of the intelligence-design-choice framework and consists of

some variant of the following:

1, Quantitative objectives are stated by management. For

example, the organization may choose 8% profit and 3%

growth as objectives.

2, The strengths and weaknesses of the organization are

studied.

i^O /\

3, Environmental trends (e.g., economic, social, ^^.tfuCc-

competitive trends) relevant to the operation of the

organization are investigated,

4. The information collected in steps 2 and 3 is used to

define problem and opportunity areas. For example, a

shift in consumer tastes may indicate a problem or an

opportunity for a company, and an exploitable strength

may give rise to an opportunity. Thus, IBM, with its

strengths in designing and selling tabulating equip-

ment, and its recognition of the trend toward
high-speed computing equipment, was able to enter the

computer industry at an opportune time.
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5, Given the listing of problem and opportunity areas,

the next step is to generate alternatives to solve the

problems and exploit the opportunities. Thus, if the

company organizational structure is recognized as a

weakness, a number of alternative structures are

proposed. If oceanography is recognized as an

opportunity area, a technological company may generate

a number of alternative types of sea water recording
instruments that it is capable of producing.

5, By combining the various alternatives in each of the

problem and opportunity areas, a number of alternative
unified strategies are developed. Thus, the techno-

logical company may decide that one organizational

structure suits the production of one type of

oceanographic equipment, while a different structure

will be necessary to produce and market another type

of equipment,

7. The next step is to evaluate each unified strategy in

terms of the organizational objectives developed in

step 1, It may be determined, for example, that one

strategy will satisfy the growth objective, but fall

short on the profit objective,

8. The strategy that best satisfies the objectives is

chosen.

While this description of the planning program may seem vague and

inadequate, it does by and large represent the state of the art.

Effective means are available to tabulate strengths and weaknesses,

and environmental trends, but there exist no subprograms for detailing

the search (step 5) and integration (step 6) phases. The planner who

applies the integrated strategic planning program finds himself using his

intuition in much of his work. Indeed, asking the planner to develop

strategic plans today is tantamount to letting him "muddle through"

instead of the manager.
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Another issue open to debate is step 1, the statement of objectives.

Those who favor this step argue that explicit quantitative objectives

serve to guide subsequent planning steps. The counter-argument questions

the stating of objectives at the outset. Management may say that it

wants 20% profit and 10% growth, but analysis may indicate that these

objectives are unrealistic. It may be found, for example, that one

alternative strategy offers 2% profit and 13% growth, while the other

offers 6% profit and 8% growth. Management determines the true corporate

objectives — the relative preference for growth over profit — when it

chooses one of these strategies over the other. But management cannot

state this preference in the absence of actual alternatives. Thus, it

may be concluded that objectives cannot be inputs to the analysis,

rather they result from the analysis.

In this section, two integrative programs have been discussed,

Capital Budgeting ostensibly uses a return-on-investment (or cost-

benefit) criterion to accept or reject various proposals, while integrated

Strategic Planning presents a vaguely defined set of steps to produce

unified strategic plans.
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VI . SUMMARY

The following chart summarizes the various views of strategy-making

presented in this paper:

PROGRAM INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITY

(initiating action)

DESIGN ACTIVITY
(searching and
evaluating)

CHOICE ACTIVITY
(choosing and
integrating)

"Muddling
Through"
Manager

Entrepreneur

Market
Research

problems forced on

manager

active search for
consequential
opportunities

products and markets
studied to define
marketing opportunities
and problems

brief search;
marginal analysis

opportunities
compared to
vision of

strategy

consumers studied
for alternatives
and their prefer-
ences for
alternatives

first satisfac-
tory alternative
chosen; no
integration

choice made to
satisfy vague
vision

studies related
by management
to strategy
picture

Systems
Analysis

Mathematical
Models

Capital
Budgeting

specific problem
defined by
management

projects defined by

divisional managers

problem solutions tradeoffs be-

generated; each tween objectives

evaluated on cost/ determined by

benefit basis management as

choices are made

available
alternatives
tested in simu-
lated environment

ROI figure for

each project
calculated

highest ROI

projects chosen,
subject to over-
all budget
constraint

Integrated
Strategic
Planning

problems and
opportunities
identified by

studying organiza-
tional strengths
and weaknesses and
environmental trends

alternatives
generated to
solve problems
and exploit
opportunities;
alternatives
evaluated
against stated
objectives

alternatives
combined in

logical sets

for evaluation;
set chosen which
best satisfies
stated objectives
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VII. STRATEGY-MAKING; PRESENT AND FUTURE

The Present: Description

A. Planners play a relatively minor role in strategy-making, for

two reasons:

(1) Their programs are loose and ill-defined. In most cases,

the important work is left to the manager. For example,

the manager must define the projects for Capital Budgeting;

he must interrelate the various ad hoc Market Research and

Systems Analysis studies. In other cases, planner methods

are no more formal than traditional managerial methods.

For example, search is a critical part of any Systems

Analysis study, yet there are no formal search procedures.

The planner "muddles through"

.

(2) The information necessary for strategy-making flows to the

manager. Much of this information — problems, opportunities,

pressures, values, opinions, etc, — is unavailable to the

planner in printed form.

B. Given the current weaknesses of planning, it must be concluded

that a Darwinist evolutionary theory is more realistic than a Biblical

"grand plan" theory. Strategy evolves as managers react to stimuli. It

is worthwhile to do research on methods of developing integrative plans

on a periodic basis, but practitioners must recognize the manager's need

to react to problems and pressures as they arise and to be exposed to

feedback as problems are gradually solved.

The Future: Prescription

A. Until we have a fully-developed understanding of the manager's

strategy-making environment, and until we can develop much tighter

integrative programs, planners will find the adaptive programs to be
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most useful. Returning to the intelligence-design-choice framework:

If the planner can effectively tap the flow of

information to the manager, he can be very helpful

in the area of intelligence activity. Managers

lack the time to carefully analyze all the

information that bombards them.

Search activity, if it is to be effective, is very

time-consuming. Planners can play a vital role

here, not because of their analytical abilities,

but simply because they have the time.

Evaluation and choice are highly complex activities.

The growth of Systems Analysis has shown that

planners can do an effective job of evaluation,

given that time is available to conduct intricate

analyses. However, the planner lacks the right

to tradeoff organizational objectives, and so

cannot participate in choice activity,

B, Planning theorists must now concentrate on studies of current

managerial methods. There is a great need to know how managers define

problems, how they search for opportunities, and how (and if) they

integrate ad hoc decisions. Currently, the literature offers the

reader much more on strategy-making as it should be than as it actually

is.

C. The long-run future of the science of strategy-making can best

be understood by turning to the past. In 1911, Fredrick W, Taylor,

referring to the use of analysis in physical work, used a set of arguments

which could well have been used in this paper:
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It is true that whenever intelligent and educated men

find that the responsibility for making progress in

any of the mechanic arts rests with them, instead of

upon the workmen who are actually laboring at the

trade, that they almost invariably start on the road

which leads to the development of a science where, in

the past has existed mere traditional or rule-of-thumb

knowledge. When men, whose education has given them

the habit of generalizing and everywhere looking for

laws, find themselves confronted with a multitude of

problems, such as exist in every other trade and which

have a general similarity one to another, it is in-

evitable that they should try to gather these problems

into certain logical groups, and then search for some

general laws or rules to guide them in the solution.!.

The workman's whole time is each day taken in actually

doing the work with his hands, so that even if he had

the necessary education and habits of generalizing in

his thought, he lacks the time and the opportunity

for developing these laws...

Thus under scientific management, exact scientific

knowledge and methods are everywhere, sooner or later,

sure to replace rules-of-thumb, whereas under the old

type of management, working in accordance with

scientific laws is an impossibility*

Planning foremen of necessity spend most of their

time in the planning department, because they must be

close to their records and data which they continually

use in their work, and because this work requires the

use of a desk and freedom from interruption. ^"^

The development of the field of Industrial Engineering as a direct result

of Taylor's urgings stands as a vivid example to the strategic planner of

today.
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